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Abstract
Logical definitions are addressed in biomedical ontologies such as the Human Phenotype Ontology
(HPO) to allow cross-species mapping by means of automated semantic reasoning. These definitions
aim to associate ontological terms within an ontology to external species-neutral ontological resources.
However, applying logical definitions manually in ontologies under development is a challenging issue.
Thus, approaches supporting extensible ontology development and pattern-based ontology design are
tackled to reuse logical definitions as Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) and apply them in the context of
the SUOG project. ODPs are reusable modeling solutions used to facilitate ontology development.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Logical definitions in biomedical ontologies such as HPO1 [1] and MPO2 [2] allow cross-species
mapping, using automated semantic reasoning. Besides, they support quality control [3] and
classifications (is-a/subclass relationships inferences). These definitions aim to associate terms
within an ontology with terms in external species-neutral ontological resources such as PATO3

an ontology of phenotypic qualities. For example, consider the following logical definition of
the HPO term Immunodeficiency (HP:0002721).

'has part' some ('decreased rate'
and ('inheres in' some 'immune response')
and ('has modifier' some 'abnormal'))
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Immunodeficiency refers to the failure of the immune system to protect the body adequately from
infection, due to the absence or insufficiency of some component process or substance. In its logical
definition, Immunodeficiency is defined as being equivalent to the intersection of all classes of
things that are “a rate which is lower relative to the normal” (decreased rate), “deviate from
the normal or average” (abnormal ), and inhering in the “immune system” using the term immune
response from Gene Ontology. The logical definition uses relations such as has part, inheres in,
and has modifier reused from logically well-formed ontologies [4] such as BFO4 and RO5.

Encoding logical definitions manually in ontologies under development is a challenging
task. Thus, approaches supporting extensible ontology development (e.g., MIREOT [5]) and
pattern-based ontology engineering approaches (e.g., eXtreme Design (XD) [6]) are tackled.
Such approaches bring solutions to reuse and apply generic logical definitions as ontology
patterns. While extensible ontology development permits the extraction of ontology subsets
for term reuse and semantic alignment, pattern-based approaches aim to model new parts of
an ontology using Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs)6. ODPs are defined as reusable modeling
solutions to frequently occurring ontology design problems [7]. In the biomedical domain, ODPs
are encouraging to capture common modeling situations, help facilitate ontology development
and avoid common mistakes [8].

In the SUOG (Smart Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynecology) project7, an ontology-based
decision support system for complex ultrasound diagnosis in obstetrics and gynecology is
intended [9]. The SUOG ontology, which is under development, distinguishes two main sub-
ontologies: (1) disorders that describe the pregnancy state concepts (e.g., alagille syndrome, limb
dysostosis, cerebral midline anomaly, congenital anomaly of truncal valve, etc.) and prenatal
findings (e.g. abnormal atrial arrangement finding, absent right superior caval vein finding,
cerebral arteriovenous malformation finding, etc.), that suggest one or more disorders. Aiming
to enrich the SUOG ontology semantically, logical definitions are required to define findings
and disorders concepts in terms of other more elementary (atomic) concepts [3]. This work
proposes combining extensible ontology development and pattern-based approaches to reuse
(from HPO) shared and validated logical definitions as ODPs and adapt and apply them in the
SUOG ontology. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the
related work. In section 3, the proposed approach is presented. Section 4 discusses applying the
approach in the SUOG ontology. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

This section outlines briefly the eXtensible Ontology Development (XOD) strategy [10] and
Dead Simple Ontology Design Patterns (DOS-DPs) [11] as related works. XOD is based mainly
on two principles: ontology term reuse from existing reliable ontologies that are commonly
used by the ontology community and ODP usage for new term generation and existing term
editing. For ontology reuse, XOD suggests applying MIREOT strategy [5] as a commonly known

4Basic Formal Ontology, http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/bfo.html
5Relation Ontology, http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/ro.html
6http://ontologydesignpatterns.org
7https://www.suog.org/



approach. Meanwhile, for ODP usage, the definition of an ODP-based strategy is required. DOS-
DP is a pattern-based ontology development practice used to manage the generation of logical
definitions in HPO. This approach contributed to developing common patterns valuable for
phenotype ontologies which can be applied to a whole branch of an ontology at once. DOS-DPs,
which are encoded using JSON8, are intended for ontology editors with limited computational
expertise. Each pattern is composed of core specification fields such as classes, relations, and
vars that range over OWL classes. Thus, DOS-DPs rely mainly on developing ontology patterns
to define ontology terms. Meanwhile, in the SUOG ontology, to not reinvent the wheel, we seek
to reuse shared and validated ontology patterns for modeling logical definitions.

3. Proposed Approach: Reusing Logical Definitions as ODPs

Our main objective is to define an approach permitting to reuse (from HPO) and apply (in the
SUOG ontology) logical definitions based on ODPs. Thus, combining pattern-based and exten-
sible ontology development approaches is proposed. Therefore, we tackled pattern-oriented
ontology design methodologies such as the eXtreme Design (XD) [6]. XD describes strategies for
selecting ODPs for reuse purposes. ODPs are classified into different types such as, Presentation,
Reasoning, Content, and Structural. We are interested in Content ODPs that solve modeling
issues regarding ontology content, either in the general or a specific domain of the study [12].
This study explores Content ODPs in the specific domain which is the modeling of logical
definitions. Inspired by XOD [10] and based on XD [6], the following steps are defined.

1. Ontology requirements: describe the main requirements related to logical definitions in
the context of the ontology under development.

2. Competency questions (CQs): translate the ontology requirements into natural or formal
language (e.g., SPARQL) questions. CQs will be used further to validate the ontology
parts concerned with logical definitions.

3. Pattern selection: aims to select ontology patterns related to logical definitions from
ontological resources (HPO in our case). More specifically, common patterns representing
the “blueprint of logical definitions” [1] and matching the defined competency questions
are selected and not the actual definition of terms.

4. Pattern reuse: proposes to reuse the selected pattern(s) in the target ontology. Different
reuse operations are identified [7]. We are interested in: import of ontology pattern as a
“building block”, specialization that creates an ODP version to specialize concepts and
relations conceptually, and composition that combines different ODPs to solve the design
problem. [6].

5. Ontology reuse: to apply the selected patterns, ontology reuse is required. It is prescribed
as content-based reuse of ontological concepts, or classes, and relations, or properties,
from existing validated biomedical ontologies called source ontologies [13] (e.g., PATO,
BFO, and RO). For implementing the content-based reuse, MIREOT [5] can be applied
using automated tools such as ROBOT [14] and OntoFox [15]. MIREOT proposes using
the minimal information of an external ontology term that is of direct interest to a target

8http://json-schema.org/



ontology. Thus, when a class is reused, an ontology module that contains the class unique
identifier, superclasses, and annotations is built automatically [13] and imported to the
ontology under development.

6. Pattern verification and integration: aims to verify that the reused pattern covers the
requirements. Furthermore, the pattern is integrated in the ontology module [12].

These steps are performed iteratively for each selected pattern under the supervision and
validation of domain experts.

4. Application in the SUOG Ontology

This section presents preliminary work on applying the proposed approach (Section 3) for
defining prenatal findings in the SUOG ontology logically.

1. Ontology requirements: in SUOG, prenatal findings are “signs” identified using echographic
mechanisms. They are classified into different categories regarding the affected global
anatomical structure. Examples of findings categories are fetal abdomen finding , fetal
brain finding , fetal heart finding , etc. Following HPO logical definitions of phenotype
abnormalities, findings can be recognized as signs having some abnormal qualities. Thus,
the main requirement in SUOG is to associate quality-oriented logical definitions to
prenatal findings categories and their subclasses. A quality is defined in PATO as a
dependent entity that inheres in a bearer by virtue of how the bearer is related to other
entities. Moreover, to differentiate prenatal findings from other types of findings (e.g.,
adult findings), an additional requirement is specified to define the human life cycle stage
at which the finding’s existence begins or appears.

2. Competency questions: examples of CQs describing the ontology requirements in SUOG
represented in natural language are: (CQ1) What are the main qualities related to prenatal
findings? (CQ2) How are these qualities defined? (CQ3) What are the basic anatomical
structures that the defined qualities inhere in? (CQ4) What are the specific modifiers
associated to the defined qualities? (CQ5) At which age do the findings existence appear?

3. Pattern selection: different definitions patterns in HPOmatched our competency questions.
Thus, a selection of blueprint logical definition patterns is performed such as the following
existence (𝑃1) and quality (𝑃2) patterns. While 𝑃2 describes quality-oriented definitions,
𝑃1 aims to define the stage at which manifestation, or existence, of findings, starts. As in
DOS-DPs [11], these patterns are composed of basic categories (classes and relations) and
variables 𝑣𝑎𝑟 that span across OWL classes.

P1: 'existence starts during' some var
P2: 'has part' some ('quality'

and ('inheres in' some var)
and ('has modifier' some var))

4. Pattern reuse: since all prenatal findings in SUOG are commonly existent at the fetal stage,
𝑃1 is required to define the different categories of prenatal finding . In the current work,
𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are applied by composition 107 times to define prenatal finding , prenatal find-
ings categories (e.g., fetal brain finding , fetal heart finding , etc.) and subcategories



(e.g., cerebellum finding , cortex finding , and 4th ventricle finding are subcategories
of fetal brain finding). In the following, prenatal finding and fetal brain finding
are defined.

'prenatal finding' Equivalent To 'has part' some ('quality'
and ('inheres in' some 'anatomical structure')
and ('has modifier' some 'abnormal'))
and 'existence starts during' some 'Fetal stage'

'fetal brain finding' Equivalent To 'has part' some ('quality'
and ('inheres in' some 'brain')
and ('has modifier' some 'abnormal'))
and 'existence starts during' some 'Fetal stage'

Besides, the pattern specialization operation is feasible in the SUOG ontology for defin-
ing more specific findings (e.g., enlarged 4th ventricle and dilated 4th ventricle are
specific findings of 4th ventricle finding). In the following, an example of defining
enlarged 4th ventricle is presented by specializing some concepts of the pattern 𝑃2.

'enlarged 4th ventricle' Equivalent To 'has part' some ('increased quality'
and ('inheres in' some 'fourth ventricle')
and ('has modifier' some 'abnormal'))
and 'existence starts during' some 'Fetal stage'

5. Ontology reuse: to apply the selected patterns, there is a need to reuse concepts such as
quality , brain , fourth ventricle , and Fetal stage , and relations such as has part, inheres
in, and has modifier. The ontological resources for reuse purposes are defined by fetal
ultrasound experts. Figure 1 depicts an example of ontology modules (e.g., anatomical
entity, Onset, quality) reused from UBERON9, HPO, and PATO using Ontofox [15]. These
modules are imported in the SUOG ontology using owl:import.

6. Pattern verification and integration: the associated logical definitions are verified against
the CQs, validated by the domain experts, and integrated in SUOG. Figure 2 depicts the
logical definition of fetal brain finding .

5. Conclusion

Modeling logical definitions is a promising research field to enrich biomedical ontologies
semantically. At the early stages of ontology development, logical definitions associate the
terms to external validated ontological resources. In this work, combining pattern-based and
extensible ontology development is proposed to select and reuse logical definitions as ODPs. In
the SUOG ontology, ODPs reused from HPO are adapted to define prenatal findings logically.
The preliminary results are encouraging, 35 findings categories and 72 subcategories are defined
by reusing a quality-oriented HPO pattern. In further works, we will accomplish the definitions
of findings subcategories and specific classes. ROBOT [14] will be applied for ontology reuse.
Besides, patterns adapted to define pregnancy disorders will be considered. In this regard, unlike
findings, which are based on qualities, disorders will be based on dispositions (BFO:disposition).

9http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/uberon.html



This decision is grounded on the assumption of representing disorders as material basis of
dispositions realized in pathological processes [16]. Moreover, this work will support the ongoing
HPO evolution to cover the fetal phenotype.

Figure 1: Example of ontology modules imported into the SUOG ontology (represented in Protégé10).

Figure 2: The logical definition of fetal brain finding in the SUOG ontology (represented in Protégé).
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